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Abstract— Self-localization and tracking a moving object is a key technology for service robot interactive applications. Most tracking algorithms focus on how to correctly estimate the acceleration, velocity, and position of the moving objects based on the prior states and sensor information. What has not been studied so far is tracking the partially observable moving object which is often hidden from a robot痴 view using lasers. Applying the traditional tracking algorithms will lead to the divergent estimation of the object痴 position. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel laser based partially observable moving object tracking and self-localization algorithm. We adopt stream functions and Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF) to predict where the partially observable moving object will go in previously mapped environmental features. Moreover, a robot can localize itself and track such a moving object according to stream field. Our experimental results show the proposed algorithm can localize itself and track the partially observable moving object effectively.



accelerator model [4], but its signals and noise are limited to linear Gaussian and single hypothesis assumptions. However, particle filter can track objects with nonlinear probability distribution and multi-hypotheses although the price is its high computational complexity [5], [6]. Moreover, SLAMMOT can simultaneously estimate the position of a robot, map, and moving objects using EKF algorithms with laser range finder [7], [8].
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I.



INTRODUCTION



Navigation in a static environment is an essential technology for mobile robot. The four major areas of such navigation problem consist of localization, mapping, obstacle avoidance, and path planning [1]. When an environment becomes dynamic, it will be an interactive navigation problem including leading, following, intercepting, and avoiding people [2]. Accordingly, object tracking is a key function of a robot to accomplish such tasks. For the following task, a robot has to track and follow the moving object without getting lost. Therefore, a robot should be able to track the moving object, follow it, localize itself, and avoid obstacles in a previously mapped environment. In the previous works, most tracking algorithms aim at correctly estimating the acceleration, velocity and position of the moving objects based on the past and sensor information [3]. For example, Kalman filter is adopted to track moving objects with constant velocity model and/or constant
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(b) Fig. 1 The dash line is the scan range of laser, the solid line is the real scan range of laser and the arrow is scanned points of laser. (a) Observable moving object tracking (b) Unobservable moving object tracking



Conditional particle filter can concurrently estimate robot position and people motion with previously mapped environment [2]. Most of these tracking algorithms employ IMM [9] for Kalman filter or particle filter to fuse multiple models. In such case, Kalman filter or particle filter predicts inflated Gaussian distribution or dispersed particles without corrections of sensor information. However, they are effective only if an object is observable (Fig. 1(a)) [2], [4], but they cannot correct the predicted object motion when the moving object is unobservable as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this paper, we call it as partially observable moving object tracking (POMOT) case because the robot still can observe



environment but cannot observe the hidden object. In [10], the authors propose a map-based tracking algorithm using RBPF to concurrently estimate robot position and ball motion. It models the physical interaction between walls and a ball even if a ball is unobservable (Fig. 1(b)), but it can only track a passive object. For active objects, a walking person is hard to be tracked when he is unobservable. Some algorithms can plan with information of previously mapped environment and robot position. Information gain-based exploration can concurrently estimate map, robot position, and find the optimal goal and move toward it [11]. Dynamic action spaces can be utilized to search and explore a moving object which goes to one of the known destinations [12]. These algorithms can search for a moving object or a goal in some assumptions, but they cannot localize a robot and track a moving object even if the moving object is unobservable. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel laser based self-localization and partially observable moving object tracking (POMOT) algorithm. Because the motion of the moving object usually depends on environments, we adopt the stream field as the motion model of Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF) to predict object motion. With the stream field, we model the interaction between the virtual goal of a moving object, the environmental features, and a moving object. Moreover, a robot can localize itself and track such moving object according to a virtual stream field. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes path planning and our adopted stream field for object tracking. In Section III, our proposed tracking algorithm which combines the stream field and RBPF is presented. Then, our proposed self-localization and object tracking algorithm is presented in Section IV. Experimental results are given in Section V, and finally Section VI concludes this paper.
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Simple flow includes uniform flow, source, sink, and free vortex. The complex potential can be formed by these simple flows with various combinations. In this paper, we use sink and a doublet flow which combines a sink and a source flow.



y y sin k = C tan -1 ( ) , (4) x y y source = -C tan -1 ( ) , (5) x y y doublet = -C tan -1 ( 2 ), (6) x + y2 where C is the constant in proportion to the flow velocity.
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II.



STREAM FIELD MOTION MODEL FOR POMOT



Potential field and stream field were widely adopted for motion planning and obstacle avoidance in mobile robotic domain [13-15]. They are based on physical axiom by virtual field but not analysis algorithms. The advantage of the approach is their efficiency but the disadvantage is difficult to control the robot exactly. In the following, we will introduce how to carry out motion planning and our proposed motion model of an estimator using stream function. A. Motion Planning Using Stream Function For an irrational and incompressible flow, there exists a complex potential which consists of potential function f (x) and stream functiony (x) . The complex potential is defined as w = f + iy = f ( z ), z = x + iy; (1)
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Fig.2. The circle G is the goal, the circle S is the starting point and the solid circle is an obstacle (a) obstacle avoidance (b) stream line



There are four major methods to define various complex potential for real environments. They are simple flow, use of specific theorems, conformal mapping, and a panel method [16]. We adopt specific theorems to construct stream function for motion planning. As shown in Fig. 2, we assume the robot will move toward the goal from the starting point. The obstacle is between the goal and the starting point. In such case, we can model this environment as the goal is a sink flow and the obstacle is a doublet flow. According to circle theorem, we can get the stream field which consists of a sink flow y sin k ( x, y ) and a doublet flow



y doublet ( x, y ) by



y ( x, y ) = y sin k ( x, y ) + y doublet ( x, y ) æ y - ys = -C tan -1 çç è x - xs



ö ÷÷ ø



(7)



ö æ a 2 ( y - yd ) ç + ( yd - ys ) ÷ 2 2 ÷ ç ( x - xd ) + ( y - yd ) + C tan -1 ç ÷, a 2 ( x - xd ) çç + ( xd - xs ) ÷÷ 2 2 ø è ( x - xd ) + ( y - yd ) where ( xs , y s ) is the center of sink, ( xd , y d ) is the center of doublet, a is the radius of doublet, and C is the constant proportion to the flow velocity. More details of stream field derived by circle theorem can be found in [15]. Finally, when the robot position, goal, and obstacle are known, the desired robot velocities can be computed by (3) and the heading q d can be computed by
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predicting efficiently even if the object is unobservable. However, the virtual goal position of a partially observable moving object is a multi-hypotheses problem. In order to solve such problem, we adopt particle filter to estimate N kinds of the virtual goal position. In the next section, we will discuss how to track a moving object using stream field based motion model of particle filters. III.



POMOT USING STREAM MOTION MODEL AND RBPF



In order to achieve efficient motion prediction, we integrate stream field based motion model in our proposed tracking algorithm. The proposed graphical model is shown in Fig. 4(b), and it is quite different from traditional tracking algorithms in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(a), the prediction stage of traditional tracking algorithms will diverge without effective measurements. However, our proposed RBPF algorithm using stream field based motion model will achieve effective prediction by a virtual sink flow and doublets generated from obstacles even without effective measurements (Fig. 4(b)). For POMOT case, particle filter will be a good algorithm since there will be multi-hypotheses when the object is sheltered from environments.



S



With that, the robot can realize real-time motion planning.



G B. The Proposed Motion Model Using Stream Function In probabilistic based tracking algorithms, the motion model for prediction stage is a key technique for maneuvering targets. However, in unobservable case, Kalman filter or particle filter predicts inflated Gaussian distribution or dispersed particles without corrections of sensor information. Therefore, we propose a stream field based motion model which can predict efficiently according to known map features and a virtual goal. In object tracking algorithms, the position at time t is



xt = f (x t -1 + u t -1 ) ,



(9)



where u t -1 is the object motion at time t - 1 , and it is the most difficult term to be estimated. As shown in Fig. 3(b), a robot cannot track the moving object efficiently when the moving object is unobservable. Thus we assume that the object will avoid a known obstacle and move toward a virtual goal (Fig. 3(a)). The stream field can be calculated by (7). A virtual sink and a doublet which is constructed by known environment can generate a stream field and the object motion can be predicted by é ¶(y sin k ( xt -1 , yt -1 ) + y doublet ( xt -1 , yt -1 )) ù ú éut -1 ù ê ¶yt -1 u t -1 = ê ú = ê ú ëvt -1 û ê- ¶ (y sin k ( xt -1 , yt -1 ) + y doublet ( xt -1 , yt -1 )) ú êë úû ¶xt -1
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In such method, we predict object motion by a virtual goal and known obstacles but not estimated velocity directly. The advantage of stream field motion model is that it can keep



(b) Fig.3. the circle G is the goal, the circle S is the start point and the solid (a) virtual motion model (b) real environment



Particle filter was widely used for objects tracking. The advantage of particle filter is that it can predict and correct with arbitrary nonlinear distribution and n-hypotheses. However, the major disadvantages are its assumptions. First, it is hard to predict n-hypotheses by accurate probability distribution. Second, the complexity of the particle set is exponential in the number of tracked variables. On the other hand, one problem of object tracking is how to estimate object motion accurately and it is illustrated as follows. We assume that xt is object states. z t is the measurement data when time is t . Particle filter will estimate the states of moving objects by prediction and correction



stages. Prediction stage is to sample a set of particles i t



i t



i t -1



x ~ q ( x | x , zt ) ,



and some doublets generated form previously mapped (11)



i



where xt is the predicted particle according to the proposal i



i



distribution q( xt | xt -1 , z t ) . Correction stage is to resample



xti according to the weighting wti by



features. However, it is not efficient to sample states S t :



S ti = {xti , yti , Gxi ,t , G iy ,t , Cti , Dx0,t , D y0,t , D1x,t , D1y ,t ..} In order to sample efficiently, states are divided into object i



i



states Ot , goal states Gt ,and doublets . These three groups are denoted by:



Oti = {xti , yti } Gti = {G xi ,t , G yi ,t , Cti } Dt = {Dx0,t , D y0,t ..}
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In known feature map, doublets are fixed so it is an independent term. The justification for this decomposition follows form the factorization of the probability:



P( S1:t | z1:t ) = P(O1:t , G1:t | z1:t )
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= P(O1:t | G1:t , z1:t ) · P(G1:t | z1:t )



We proposed Rao-Blackwellised particle filter for tracking, with particle filter being applied to estimate N kinds of goal
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states Gt and Kalman filter to estimate N kinds of object i



states Ot because stream field motion model is nonlinear. i
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computed by goal states Gt and doublets Dt using (7). i



Finally, stream states St are resampled by weighting



wti which is computed by Gaussian distribution. The
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algorithm can predict the particle set Ot efficiently when it is
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unobservable. The algorithm will be presented in the next section. IV.
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(c) Fig. 4. (a) The DBN of traditional tracking using particle filter (b) the DBN of POMOT using stream function (c) the DBN of Localization and POMOT
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Goal states Gt are sampled and then object states Ot are
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LOCALIZATION AND POMOT ALGORITHM



Effective prediction of sheltered object motion relies on robust self-localization and object tracking techniques. It is difficult to predict object motion when the object is sheltered for a long time. To achieve effective prediction, a robot has to move toward the sheltered zone and gets useful measurements related to the target object. In this paper, we integrate POMOT and self-localization algorithms for robust localization and tracking. Our proposed graphical model is shown in Fig. 4(c). It can localize robot, and track the moving object by virtual sink flow and doublet flow generated from mapped features even if the object is unobservable. Our self-localization and RBPF algorithm is summarized in Table I and it is described as follows. The inputs are previous samples S t -1 , measurement zt , and control information ut



When the moving object is sheltered from environments or moving obstacles, measurement data zt is useless for



(line 1). The samples S t -1 include goals of the object Gt -1



corrections. In such POMOT case, an accurate proposal distribution is helpful for prediction without correction. In order to keep predicting the object position, we propose a stream field motion model which is composed of a virtual sink



position using EKF (lines 3-4). All laser measurements will be represented line features using least square line algorithm. If the feature is associated with known landmarks (line 7), the



and positions of the object Ot -1 . The algorithm predicts robot



robot position is corrected using EKF (lines 8-10). Otherwise, the feature is associated with dynamic objects (line 12). Goal i



states Gt are sampling firstly (line 15) and the N kinds of i



object states Ot are predicted according to stream field motion model in (7) (line 16). Table I : EKF Localization and RBPF algorithm 1. Inputs :



{



S t -1 = Gt(-i )1 , Ot(-i )1 | i = 1,..., N



} posterior at time t - 1



u t -1



control mesurement



zt



observation



2. S t := φ



// Initialize



3. m t = g (u t , m t -1 )



// Predict mean of robot postion



4. S t = Gt S t -1GtT + Rt



// Predict covairance of robot postion



5. for m := 1,...., M do 6. for c := 1,...., C do



// EKF Localization update



7.



if d mL < d thL do



8.



K = St H



9.



m t = m t + K ( z - h ( m t ))



10.



S t = ( I - K t H tc )S t



c t



// if d m < d th , z i is landmark m (H St H c t



c t



11.



c t



cT t



V.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



We adopt UBOT as the mobile robot platform to verify our proposed object tracking and self-localization algorithm (Fig. 5(c)). UBOT is developed by ITRI/MSL in Taiwan, and it is equipped with one SICK laser. In our experiments, the moving person walks along the straight line, and the robot follows the moving target by remote control.
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(a) (b) Fig. 5. The circle is a robot. The solid circle is a person who walks along the dash line. The solid rectangle is a wall. (b)
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// z c is a dynamic feature



:= 0



14. for i := 1,...., N do i t



i t



// RBPF Tracking



i t -1
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G ~ p (G | G , z t )



16.



Oti ~p(Oti | Ot-i 1 ,Gti , Dt , z t ) // Predict by stream field, see (7)



17.



for j := 1,...., J do



18.



if d < d do o m



(a)



// virtu al goal smapling // data association for moving objects



o th



// z j is a possible moving object



19.



O ik := kalman update(Ot-i 1 ,Dt ,Gt-i 1 , z to, j ) // update object



20.



wti := p( z to, j | Ot-i 1 ,Dt ,Gt-i 1 )



21.



S t := S t È G , O



{



(i ) t -1



(i) t -1



// compute weighting



}



// insert S t into sample set



(b)



22. Discard smaples in S t based on weighti ng wti (resampling) 23. return S t , m t , S t



If ith particle is associated with a moving object, RBPF will i



update moving object position O t . The algorithm computes i



the weighting of ith particle w t (line 20). Then, particles will be resampled according to their weightings (line 22). In i



observable case, stream states St including object states



Oti and goal states Gti will be convergence. In POMOT case, i



stream states object states Ot will keep predicting based on i



previous stream field S t -1 .



(c) Fig. 6. The states of the robot, moving objects, and environments. (a) Initial state. (b) Tracking state. (c) POMOT state. (The red solid circle is a virtual goal of a moving object. The blue rectangle is the predicted moving object position by Kalman filter. The red boldface circle is the predicted moving object position by RBPFT. The blue circle is the starting point of the robot. The red circle is predicted by EKF localization. The black circle is computed by odometer data. The red points belong to outlier data. The blue points belong to landmark data and are for robot position correction. The black lines are walls.)



As shown in Fig. 6(a), initially UBOT is at the starting point (blue circle) and there is no moving object in the environment. All scanned points are shown as red points. If



Mahalanobis distance between the scanned point and landmarks are smaller than the threshold, this point is judged as one of known landmarks (blue points) and can be utilized to correct robot position. Otherwise, they will be assigned to outlier points. If the outlier points are close to Ubot, they will be deemed as dynamic ones. As the total amount of dynamic points are large enough, KF and RBPF will start to track the moving object. 120
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inflated and RBPF will keep prediction according to stream field which includes a virtual goal and doublet flows. The virtual goal is convergence when the object is observable and tracked by RBPF. Table II summarizes the accumulated error of Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). In the experiments, UBOT moves 1.37m toward the goal (rectangle).The accumulated error of odometer data is 4.09 cm and the estimated error of EKF localization algorithm is 1.82 cm. It shows that EKF localization algorithm can effectively eliminate the accumulated error. On the other hand, the people trajectory is represented by magenta line (Fig. 7(b)), the triangles are the tracked positions by RBPF, and the diamonds are the tracked positions by KF using constant velocity model. The average error and standard deviation are computed by five tracking experimental data. Because legs scanned by laser are walking, the estimated position is not at center of legs. It leads to some error but the data still is useful for tracking performance verification because the scanned data of input is the same for KF and RBPF. When the object is observable, the average tracking error by KF is 27.18cm and the standard deviation of error is 26.18cm. RBPF tracked average error is 23.84 cm and standard deviation of error is 11.43. The KF standard deviation of error is bigger than RBPF because constant velocity model usually generates vibrations when the object is not constant velocity, for example, walking legs. In POMOT case, the average tracking error by RBPF is 20.30 cm and standard deviation of error is 12.95cm. The average tracking error by KF is 713.38cm and the standard deviation of error is 870.2cm. The KF average error and standard deviation of error is bigger than RBPF because KF predicts inflated acceleration distribution without correction. Obviously, our proposed RBPF algorithm is better than the KF with constant velocity model when the object is observable. Furthermore, our proposed RBPF can keep tracking the object successfully when the target is unobservable while the KF with constant velocity model cannot. Table II.The performance of the proposed localization and tracking algorithm
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(c) Fig. 7. The localization and tracking experimental results. (a) The performance comparison between EKF localization and odometer trajectory. (b) The performance comparison between KF, RBPF, and people trajectory (c) Magnification of (b) data set



As shown in Fig. 6(b), the person enters the environment and walks along the dash line as shown in Fig. 5. Ubot is moving toward the goal and tracking the moving object by KF and RBPF. KF predicted position is shown in red rectangle and corrected position is shown in blue rectangle. RBPF tracked position is shown in red boldface circle. Blue points around red boldface circle are particles of RBPF. As shown in Fig. 6(c), when the moving object is sheltered from the wall, the Gaussian distribution of the KF will be



Odometer error EKF Localization error KF tracking error Our proposed RBPF tracking mean error KF tracking error (POMOT case) Our proposed tracking error (POMOT case)



RBPF



Error (cm) 4.09912 1.8245 27.18 23.74



Error std. N/A N/A 26.18 11.43



Error rate (%) 2.99% 1.33% N/A N/A
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N/A



20.30



12.95



N/A



Table III and Fig. 8 summarize the error data of five experiments. We can found the standard deviation of RBPF tacking error in POMOT case usually is smaller than in



observable case. Because RBPF algorithm tracks object by virtual sink and doublet, it will be smoother prediction than in observable case. Table III.The performance of five experimental KF and RBPF tracking



1st error mean 1st error std. 2nd error mean 2nd error std. 3rd error mean 3rd error std. 4th error mean 4th error std. 5th error mean 5th error std.
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23.92 17.15 23.47 27.72 31.8 28.63 32.96 34.77 21.28 12.35



22.32 10.16 20.59 9.45 30.39 13.22 23.42 7.17 18.31 11.53
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tracking performance of the algorithm is better than constant velocity model based Kalman filter. When the object is unobservable, our proposed RBPF can keep predicting effectively robot motion by stream field.
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Fig. 8. The average and standard deviation error between KF and RBPF when running 5 times. (a) Average error. (b) Standard deviation error. (c) Average error in POMOT case. (b) Standard deviation error in POMOT case.



VI.



CONCLUSIONS



In this paper, we proposed a self-localization and stream based RBPF tracking algorithm which can track a moving object and localize itself when the object is sheltered from environments. The proposed Rao-Blackwellised particle filter for tracking, with particle filter being applied to estimate nonlinear object motion and Kalman filter to estimate dynamic linear object states. The proposed motion model is composed of a virtual sink, and several doublets. As experimental data shown, when the robot follows the object,
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